Absences: Shabnam (on vacation), Camilo(late)

President (Dean):

Welcome New Mayors: first, we introduced and welcomed three new interim mayors from UVS, Tanglewood, and Corry. Dean introduced the new mayors what Mayor Council (MC) responsible for and how everything works in this organization.

Robert's Rules of Order: from now on we will use “Robert's Rules of Order” for all the MC Meetings to improve the meeting procedure.

Send VP the Motions: motions and business must be emailed to Vice President (VP) two days before the MC Meeting. The business which is not on the agenda will not be brought up during the meeting. VP will send out a compiled agenda to everybody before the meeting.

Amendment of constitution: next meeting we will go over the amendment of constitution.

Treasurer (Rodrigo):

Motion of Reading How to Submitting SARs: every mayors should read the presentations Rodrigo sent out tonight. Presentations include the UF rules and procedures how mayors can access and use the MC budgets. Motion Passed.

Motion of Constitution Amendment: add section 10, if any MC member being REMOVED from the MC, cannot be in the MC ever again. Motion Passed.

Motion of the Change of Absence Rule: require any MC member to notify the VP of his/her absence of the meeting at least one week advance of the meeting. Motion failed to pass. We voted on four days advance instead of one week. Motion also failed. We voted again two days advance. Motion also failed. The issue will be discussed in next meeting.

Motion of following GH rules: require any MC member to follow the graduate housing (GF) rules. Motion passed.
Motion of Amazon Account: mayors will be provided an Amazon account to buy and pick up their approved purchases. Motion passed. Before the purchase, mayors have to make a request first and get approval.

Vice President (Chris):
Send Residents Meeting Date and Time to VP: all mayors please send Chris the time and date of the residents meeting in the fall semester.

Senator (Arun): N/A

Mayors

Tanglewood (Emmanuel):
Transition: Emmanuel will talk with Tanglewood’s Community Assistant (CA) about the transitions and ideas of planning the upcoming event.

UVS (Harneet):

Drying Racks: residents want more drying racks in UVS. Currently there is only one drying rack in UVS. However, Jason said no we cannot have more drying racks in UVS. Because first, UF has contract with a laundry facility company to restrict drying rack. Second, UF has a policy that only one drying rack is allowed in one area, and UVS and Maguire are considered as one area. UF policy also does not allow personal drying rack.

Diamond (Camilo):
Successful Summer Events: Diamond had several successful events during summer including two Ping Pong tournaments, a Bingo and a volleyball event.
Propose a protocol to document the events: Camilo proposed to make a protocol to document all the events. In this way, reporting the events will be easier for mayors. MC can update all this on our own website. Jason will offer the housing templates to VP. VP send the template to every mayor.
Motion of Ping Pong table use: Camilo suggested to allow housing use the Ping Pong table purchased by MC. Motion undecided.
Pokeman Go event: Camilo found that some residents love the Pokeman Go game. Can MC support Pokeman Go event purchase Pokeman cards? There are some safety concerns about this app.

Corry (Iwan): N/A